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1. INTRODUCTION 

Deformation monitoring by multi-baseline repeat-pass synthetic aperture radar (SAR) interferometry is so far 

the only imaging-based method to assess millimeter-level deformation over large areas from space. Past research 

mostly focused on the optimal deformation parameters retrieval on a pixel-basis. Only until recently, the first 

demonstration of object-based urban infrastructures monitoring by fusing SAR interferometry (InSAR) and the 

semantic classification labels derived from optical images was presented in [1]–[3]. This paper demonstrates a 

general framework for object-based InSAR parameters retrieval where the estimation of the parameters is 

achieved in an object-level instead of pixel-wisely. Furthermore, to handle outliers in real data, a robust phase 

recovery step in prior to the parameters inversion is also introduced. The proposed method outperforms the 

current pixel-wised estimators, e.g. periodogram, by a factor of as much as several dozens in the accuracy of the 

linear deformation estimates.  

2. STATE-OF-THE-ART 

Multi-baseline SAR interferometry (InSAR) techniques, such as persistent scatterer interferometry (PSI) [4]–[7] 

and differential SAR tomography (D-TomoSAR) [8]–[10], are the most popular methods for long-term 

millimeter-level deformation monitoring over large areas. Through modelling the interferometric phase of the 

scatterers in the SAR image, we are able to reconstruct the 3-D position and the deformation history of individual 

scatterers. 

The research on multi-baseline InSAR has been mainly based on two fundamental cases of scattering model: 

persistent scatterer (PS), and distributed scatterer (DS). The main focus was put on the optimum retrieval of the 

phase history parameters of the individual scatterers. On one hand, persistent scatterer interferometry (PSI) has 

been demonstrated to efficiently identify individual coherent targets, as well as retrieving their phase history 

parameters [4]–[6]. Methods have also been proposed to use closely spaced PS pairs [11], [12] to increase the 

density of the PSs. On the other hand, DS-based methods were also proposed to use interferograms of only short 

temporal and spatial baselines [13], as well as to apply adaptive multi-looking on the DSs such as SqueeSAR 



[14], [15] and nonlocal-InSAR (NL-InSAR) [16], [17]. 

The abovementioned techniques are either only inversion on individual single pixel, or based on a weighted 

average of pixels where the natural geometric and semantic information in the SAR image has not been explicitly 

exploited. In another word, none of the abovementioned algorithms has addressed the joint retrieval of 

geophysical parameters given certain geometric information, such as an object mask within which the height and 

the deformation parameters may share certain prior knowledge, e.g. smoothness, sparsity. In this paper, we 

demonstrate an mathematical model that coherently integrates  the a priori geometric information into the 

parameters inversion. 

3. OBJECT-BASED MULTI-BASELINE INSAR 

3.1 Single-pixel multi-baseline InSAR model 

The time series of the interferometric phase in a SAR image stack is determined by the elevation of the pixel, as 

well as its deformation over the observed period. For example, a PS time series  ,s dg  can be modeled as: 
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where A is the modeled amplitude of the PS, b  is the vector of the spatial baseline, p is the vector of the 

deformation model, e.g. p t  for linear motion, and   0sin 2 p t t for the seasonal motion model with the 

temporal baseline t , s  and d  are the unknown elevation and the deformation parameters to be estimated, 

respectively,  is the wavelength of the radar transmitted signals, and r denotes the range between the radar and 

the observed object. Since we mainly focus on the complex phase of strong PSs, the amplitude has been removed 

in the following study.  

The parameters s and d can be solved by the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)  
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where g  is the observed PS phase time series, and ˆˆ,s d  represents the estimated elevation and deformation, 

respectively. This is equivalent to the periodogram [18], [19] 
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3.2 Object-level multi-baseline InSAR model 

Given a spatial neighborhood of pixels of the same object, e.g. the flat roof of a building, its interferometric 

phase stack can be represented by a 3-mode tensor 1 2 3I I I 
G , where 

1 2,I I  represent the spatial dimension in 



range and azimuth, and 
3I  denotes the number of SAR images. Similar to equation (1), its tensor extension can be 

expressed as follows: 
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Here, G  is the modeled complex phase tensor of the object, S  and D  represent the matrices of elevation and 

deformation to be estimated, respectively. The symbol   denotes the outer product, which plays a role for the 

dimension extension [20]. The interpretation is illustrated in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1 InSAR complex phase stack with the tensor model  

Given the observed complex phase tensor G  of a certain object, the goal is to jointly reconstruct the parameters 

of all the pixels. In the proposed method, we exploit the prior knowledge of their spatial deformation pattern, e.g. 

smoothness, sparsity. To this end, the optimization problem of equation (2) is extended to the following 

expression: 
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where W  denotes a weighting tensor,  denotes the element-wise product between two tensors, and   is a 

regularization parameter of the prior  ,f S D . The first term is the weighted data fidelity term which calculates 

the weighted Frobenius norm of the log likelihood between observed tensor G . The weighting tensor captures 



different phase variance of the pixels in the object.  ,f S D denotes the penalty term which represents the spatial 

prior of S and D. Therefore, equation (5) is also the maximum a posterior (MAP) estimator of S and D for 

complex Gaussian distributed observations. 

One popular smoothness prior is total variation (TV) norm which is utilized in multiple image processing 

problems, e.g. image deblurring, denoising and inpainting [21]–[23]. Therefore, we exploit TV norm as the 

penalty term in our work and the optimization in equation (5) can be written as: 
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where ,i j  are the pixel row and column coordinates of the matrix. 

Equation (6) requires the minimization of a nonlinear and nonconvex function. It can be solved by the limited 

memory quasi Newton method – Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (LBFGSB) [24]–[26] which is developed 

for unconstrained nonlinear optimization. It has recently been applied as a comparison solver for nonconvex 

optimization in [27] and utilized as an efficient solver for patch-ordering regularization inverse problem [28]. 

3.3 Robust object-based InSAR deformation reconstruction  

In real data, the observed data stack G  may contain outliers against which the abovementioned MAP is not 

robust. Therefore, inspired by [29] which gives a thorough analysis of exploiting low rank information for multi-

temporal SAR datasets, the abovementioned approach is extended to a robust version in case outliers exist. In the 

robust approach, a preliminary object-based phase recovery step is applied to the observed phase stack G , before 

the joint parameter reconstruction. Afterwards, the abovementioned reconstruction approach is applied.  

 

Figure 2 Robust Low Rank Tensor Decomposition for the observed object-based complex phase tensor 

In the object-based phase recovery step, as shown in Figure 2, we first decompose the observed phase tensor G  

into two parts: one is the low-rank tensor part A  and the other is the sparse outlier tensor part E , because the 

outlier-free complex phase stack A  can be considered as a low rank tensor compared to the observed phase 

tensor G . Estimating A  leads to the following optimization problem: 
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where  Trank A  describes the Tucker Rank [20], [30] of A , the outliers are modeled by the tensor L0 norm, and 

  is the regularization parameter. Since it is a NP-hard problem which could not be solved efficiently, it is 

relaxed by the convex optimization model [31]: 
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where  Trank A  is replaced by the convex relaxation, i.e. nuclear norm of tensor  
1
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regularization parameter   controls the balance between the decomposed low rank part and outlier part. 

The solution of the equation (8) can be efficiently solved by an alternating direction augmented Lagrangian 

(ADAL) method proposed in [31]. After the outliers have been discarded in the retrieved tensorA , we can regard 

it as the input for (5) and obtain the deformation matrix in an object-level.  

4. EXPERIMENTS 

A multi-baseline SAR image stack with the spatial deformation pattern shown in Figure 3 was simulated as the 

ground truth. The linear deformation rate ranges from 1 mm/year to 2.5 mm/year. We choose a spatial baseline 

comparable to that of TerraSAR-X and a temporal baseline with regular spacing from 0 to 5 (years). The number 

of images is 20. Uncorrelated complex circular Gaussian noise is added to the simulated SAR image stacks with 

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 0dB and 5dB, respectively. Since we do not simulate the outliers in this 

simulation, we directly exploit the proposed approach without robust low rank phase preprocessing, and compare 

the performance with the pixel-wise periodogram and pixel-wise periodogram + direct TV filtering on the real-

valued estimates, which is illustrated in Figure 3. 

As shown from the results, the pixel-wise periodogram result (the second column in Figure 3) is much noisier 

comparing to the other two methods. Especially, in case of the lower SNR (0dB), the result got by pixel-wise 

periodogram cannot even be easily interpreted. What is more interesting is the comparison between the proposed 

method and pixel-wise periodogram + TV. Here, the pixel-wise periodogram + TV refers to a direct TV filtering 

[32] on the pixel-wise periodogram estimates instead of optimizing the periodogram and the TV term jointly as 

done in the proposed algorithm. The results show that applying TV filtering afterwards can also achieve certain 

level of denoising, especially for high SNR observations. However, when the SNR is low, more errors and biases 

existed in the result obtained by pixel-wise periodogram will severely influence the performance of TV filtering. 

A quantitative comparison of the performance of the abovementioned three algorithms is listed in Table 1. The 

proposed approach outperforms the single-pixel one by a factor of over 40. 



 

Figure 3. Left: simulated ground truth of deformation map, and right: the results estimated by pixel-wise 

periodogram, periodogram + TV on the real-valued estimates, and the proposed object-based approach. The color 

represents the yearly linear deformation rate. We can see that introducing a TV term, no matter directly applied on 

the real-valued single-pixel estimates or coherently employed within the joint inversion, improved the estimates 

greatly. The advantage of employing TV in the joint inversion is more prominent for low SNR, as the proposed 

approach almost perfectly reconstructed the deformation signal at 0dB. 

Table 1 numerical performance for the results shown in Figure 3 

 pixel-wise periodogram pixel-wise periodogram + TV proposed approach 

Standard 

Deviation  

[mm/year] 

SNR = 0dB 2.64 2.39 6.32e-2 

SNR = 5dB 2.31e-1 6.72e-2 3.94e-2 

 

Figure 4 Optimal regularization parameter chosen by L-curve plot (Simulated case: SNR=0dB) 

The parameter   can be determined by L-curve method, which is a plot of the size of the regularized term versus the size 

of the corresponding data fidelity residual for all valid regularization parameters [33]. Generally, the L-curve is made up of a 



“flat” part and a “vertical” part. The optimal parameter is decided by the corner point of the L-curve which produces 

maximum curvature of the curve. Concretely, we plot an L-curve example which is illustrated in Figure 4 and the 

corresponding   is chosen as 350 and the noise level is set with SNR=0dB. 

Moreover, to investigate the robust object-based deformation reconstruction approach, we simulate uniformly distributed 

random phase noise to 20% of the pixels. The estimation results is shown in Figure 5. The SNR of the outlier-free 

observation is set to 5dB. The regularization parameter  is set to 300 in the robust object-based deformation reconstruction. 

And the value   is set to 0.7 which is tuned to maintain the good balance of outlier removal and detail retention. The detailed 

parameter selection for   can be found in [31]. The result of the pixel-wise approach contains both the noise and outliers. 

Although the afterwards TV filtering can mitigate most of the noise, the outliers remains. However, the proposed robust 

algorithm achieves much more reliable result than the previous two methods. 

  

Figure 5 The results obtained by the pixel-wise periodogram, periodogram + TV, and robust object-based approach 

in case of the whole data added by complex Guassian noise (SNR=5dB) and 20% percentage of data corrupted by 

uniformly distributed random phase outliers. 

 

Figure 6. Standard deviation of the estimate from pixel-wise periodogram, periodogram+TV and the robust object-

based algorithm at different outlier percentages in the observations. 

We also make the numerical analysis to compare pixel-wise peridodogram, peridodogram+TV and the robust object-based 



approach under different percentages of outliers. Figure 6 presents the numerical study of the three different algorithms. It is 

shown that the pixel-wise periodogram and peridodogram+TV are very sensitive to outliers, however, the proposed algorithm 

can robustly reconstruct the deformation map with small error. 

5. SUMMARY 

We demonstrated a new mathematical framework of robust object-based parameters retrieval in multi-baseline InSAR. We 

demonstrated that by introducing an prior term in the inversion, the accuracy of the estimates can be improved by a factor of 

over 40 for outlier-free observations at 0dB. This improvement factor is even higher if outlier exists in the observation. This 

framework is one promising development of multibaseline InSAR, as it moves parameters retrieval on single-pixel to an 

object-level which explores the geometric information as a nature in any kind of image besides the interferometric phase 

measurement observed at each pixel. This framework can greatly help the application of deformation monitoring, 3-D city 

model reconstruction from InSAR point cloud, and so on. 
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